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DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES

Inquire, Search,
and Discover

How to formulate compelling questions that drive
inquiry towards the gathering of credible and
relevant information

• Ask a question that sparks curiosity
• Enter keywords for smart web searches
• Tap social media tools for online polling

Tinker, Try On,
and Test Out

How to experiment with surroundings, tools and
materials with a sense of play and curiosity to
explore concepts and learn how things work

• Modify the rules to a common board game, then play using new instructions
• Mess around with circuitry kits to make the fastest racecar
• Hack the computer code of image files to understand how programming works

Read, Engage,
and Remix

How to analyze, interpret and transform media, text
or data as a way to deepen comprehension and
acquire nuanced understandings

• Analyze data and visualize findings in the form of an infographic
• Remix a political ad by editing in critical comments
• Construct a modern day version of a literary classic using a reality show genre

Imagine and Produce

How to activate imagination and intentionally
express oneself through creative processes using a
variety of techniques and media

• Compose an original song or beat
• Script and draw an animation
• Make a digital photo blog

Design, Make,
and Deliver

How to brainstorm, prototype, and build innovative
solutions to address the needs of an audience or
current problem

• Upcycle cardboard boxes to make original games
• Redesign a college dorm room based on authentic user feedback
• Build an anti-bullying app

Collectively Author

How to add meaning to a collaborative project
through a unique or signature contribution

• Combine individual skills to make a video production
• Build a collaborative online map with students in another country
• Add content to a wiki or crowdsourced citizen science site

Craft a Public Identity

How to reflect upon and voice individual perspectives,
interests and experiences to others with civility,
persuasion, respect and safety in mind

• Compose a professional profile to attract specific employers
• Post original fashion outfits on a mobile photo sharing app
• Launch an online video channel providing tutorials on how to build robotics

Participate, Share,
and Respond

How to listen to and engage in dialogue with diverse
communities by providing feedback in a constructive
and culturally responsible way

• Offer feedback on peers’ presentations
• Follow community norms and privacy rules on discussion boards or feeds
• Curate images that critique gender stereotypes using a pinboard website

Build and Engage
Networks

How to intentionally cultivate and activate
communities around a social good or civic
purpose based on quality and credible information

• Start a group to advocate for healthy school lunches
• Lead a social media campaign on media bias
• Organize an online forum on neighborhood change
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